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inTone Guitar is a digital guitar
effects processor that is very easy to
use. This can be achieved with 3
methods: 1. Use a MIDI controller
with input detection, such as a MIDI
keyboard. 2. Use the recorded audio
output of a sound card (recorded
audio file playback and recording).
3. Use real-time audio and MIDI
with input detection for live
performances. The first method is
only an overview of the application.
Use this method to create short
recordings or if you just want to
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control your instrument through
MIDI. The second method is the
only method if you want to play a
recorded audio file through MIDI.
The second method offers also real-
time audio recording and playback.
The third method is the method that
inTone Guitar was designed for.
Here you can route and control your
effect with real-time audio and MIDI
and for this you need no additional
hardware, just your sound card. This
article describes the third method (or
workflow). For more information
about the other two methods, visit
the article about the inTone Guitar
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Workflow. Effects section Effects
are assigned to channels and applied
by pressing the assigned keys on
your MIDI controller. You have a
few effects at your disposal. You can
also edit the presets. Simple Effects
(Effect type) Complex Effects
(Effect type) The following Effects
are included in the standard
firmware: Distortion (Audio) Chorus
(Audio) Amp (Audio) Flange
(Audio) Gain (Audio) Reverb
(Audio) Delay (Audio)
Reverb/Delay (Audio) Modulation
(Audio) Reverb/Delay/Modulation
(Audio) You can easily add and edit
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your own effects with inTone Guitar
Pro. Use the Help of “How to create
a new effect?” for more information.
Assignments (Channels) You can
assign effects to any channel by
pressing the corresponding key on
your MIDI controller. You can have
up to 4 effects assigned to any
channel. You can assign the effects
to any channel you like (you can use
multiple channels if you like).
Channels are located at the top of the
window. You have 7 channels by
default. If you want to use multiple
channels, you have to enlarge the
view of
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You can use a combination of 128
buttons on the MIDI controller
(keyboard) to control your software
effects. You can assign up to 128
parameters to the 128 buttons.
Keyboard Controllers Features:
128-Channel Input Output You can
use a combination of 128 buttons on
the MIDI controller (keyboard) to
control your software effects. You
can assign up to 128 parameters to
the 128 buttons. 64-Channel Input
Output You can use a combination
of 64 buttons on the MIDI controller
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(keyboard) to control your software
effects. You can assign up to 64
parameters to the 64 buttons.
32-Channel Input Output You can
use a combination of 32 buttons on
the MIDI controller (keyboard) to
control your software effects. You
can assign up to 32 parameters to the
32 buttons. 16-Channel Input Output
You can use a combination of 16
buttons on the MIDI controller
(keyboard) to control your software
effects. You can assign up to 16
parameters to the 16 buttons. You
can save, load and export presets for
the inputs and outputs of your
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software effects. You can save and
load up to 128 sets of parameters. A
robust library system for the inTone
Guitar software is built in. You can
create up to 200 presets in any
effects category (e.g. distortion,
delay, etc.) Each preset has a name, a
description, a visual representation
and 128 settings for assigning to
buttons on your keyboard. The
inTone Guitar software was designed
for use as a live performance tool.
The software provides a very
convenient way to use a MIDI
controller like a keyboard to control
your software effects. You can use a
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combination of 128 buttons on the
MIDI controller (keyboard) to
control your software effects. You
can assign up to 128 parameters to
the 128 buttons. You can use the
MIDI controller in 2 different ways:
You can assign the whole keyboard
to the software effects. You can
assign specific channels to specific
software effects. The inTone Guitar
software provides a flexible and
powerful way to control software
effects. You can use a combination
of 128 buttons on the MIDI
controller (keyboard) to control your
software effects. You can assign up
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to 128 parameters to the 128 buttons.
You can assign the whole keyboard
to the software effects. You can
assign specific channels to specific
software effects. The inTone Guitar
software provides a flexible and
powerful way to control software
effects. You can use a combination
of 64 buttons on the MIDI controller
( 80eaf3aba8
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* Create Effects in real time with
your guitar * Play & record guitar
with real guitar amp emulations or
your own audio files * Includes over
100 effects * Full-featured effects
machine for performance * Fast and
easy to use with the Push Button
Control (PBC) * Includes a built-in
Sample Player for backing tracks *
Includes an external audio interface
for audio playback or recording
inTone Guitar Pro Key Features: *
Create your own guitar effects and
use in the studio, at home or on stage
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* 10 custom presets and 100 effects
including distortion, reverb, delay,
chorus, phaser and much more *
Real guitar amp emulations or your
own audio files * Effortless
performance with the Push Button
Control (PBC) * Can play a song,
record the track or overdub a new
one * Can be connected to your
existing guitar and amp setup *
Includes a built-in Sample Player for
backing tracks * Includes an external
audio interface for audio playback or
recording * In-built editor and audio
editor with notes, trimming and
more * Audio Inputs and outputs
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with up to 64 channels * Supports
DAWs like Cubase, Pro Tools and
more * Undo and redo functions *
Optimized for usage on all desktop
and laptop computers * Comes with
a free upgrade to the full version of
inTone Guitar Pro, included in the
package * You may use inTone
Guitar Pro for personal use * You
may use inTone Guitar Pro with your
own audio files * You may publish
your audio files with or without the
inTone Guitar Pro watermark. In
both cases, the inTone Guitar
watermark will be added to your
audio files * You may edit and
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publish your audio files * Comes
with a license key, the inTone Guitar
Pro serial number, and a full manual
and installation guide * Includes a
30-day money back guarantee
inTone Guitar Pro Specifications: *
Open and compatible with Windows
XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 * Works for all
desktop and laptop computers *
Minimal system requirements *
16-bit 44.1 kHz or 48 kHz stereo
PCM with a file size of less than 15
MB per channel * PowerPC or Intel
processor * CD-ROM drive *
DirectX 9.0 capable * 256 MB RAM
or higher *
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What's New In InTone | Guitar Pro?

•Plug-in and AU-compatible (VST,
AudioUnit and ASIO) •Microsoft
Windows (Vista, 7, 8, 10) •Mac OS
(10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10, 10.11)
•Apple Macintosh (OS X, 10.4,
10.5) •Live (real-time) feedback
•Full multi-track effect processing
•Open architecture for 3rd party
plug-ins (via the dynamic link
library) •ReWire support •Load in
iTunes library •Free upgrade to the
full version •Sample Library (624
presets) •4-voice polyphonic note
bending •Ability to create custom
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effects •3rd party real time effects:
Superclutch •Orchestrator
(VST/AU) •Standard sounds: amps,
cabinets, pedals •Dynamics: Noise,
Chorus, Flanger, Distortion, Echo
•Overdrive •Tremolo, Chorus
•Volume: Normal, Mute
•Polyphonic Glissando •Polyphonic
Pitch Bend •Mute, Solo, Stop
•Clean, Noise, Noise Gate •Mix:
Wet, Dry, Wet Mix •Loop and pitch
detection •Chromatic Pitch Bend
•EQ: Low, Low Mid, High Mid,
High •Built in amplifier •Readme:
The official inTone Guitar Pro
manual inTone Guitar Pro
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Activation: •1 license key is included
inTone Guitar Pro Features: 1-4
speaker support •4 mono inputs •4
mono outputs •4 stereo inputs •4
stereo outputs •3 DSP processors
(processing in the background) •3
microphone inputs (mid/side/line-in)
•3 microphone outputs (DAC)
•Capture of audio file (buffer mode)
•Real time engine •VST compatible
•Agnostic •Runs on all platforms
(Windows, Macintosh, Linux, *BSD)
•Free updates •Powerful 8-band
DSP engine •User independent •No
system requirements •Small size
(mostly active memory) •Simple user
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interface •Easy to use •Very intuitive
(even for novices) •Orchestrator
(VST/AU) •Standard sounds: amps,
cabinets, pedals •Dynamics: Noise,
Chorus, Flanger, Distortion, Echo
•Overdrive •Tremolo, Chorus
•Volume: Normal, Mute
•Polyphonic Glissando •Polyphonic
Pitch Bend •Mute, Solo, Stop
•Clean, Noise, Noise Gate •Mix:
Wet, Dry, Wet Mix
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System Requirements For InTone | Guitar Pro:

Video cards: NVIDIA GeForce GTX
560 or better NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 670 or better AMD Radeon
HD 6750 or better AMD Radeon
HD 7950 or better Intel HD 4000 or
better 2 GB RAM 20 GB available
space Supported OS: Windows 8.1
64-bit Windows 7 64-bit Windows
Vista 64-bit Intel Mac OS X 10.7 or
better Mac OS X 10.8 or better
Nintendo Switch system
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